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 Home
Home can be a place, a culture, or a feeling. 

“Coming home” means returning to what 

we value most in our heritage. Combining 

traditional Native values with present-day 

preventative measures can help protect 

our community, our health, and can be 

particularly powerful in helping to protect 

our youth from alcohol and other drug use.

Introduction of the Artist
"Throughout my life I have seen how we are connected in spirit. Experiencing 

this in the people around you is a powerful and wonderful thing. I have seen 

it in occasions of great joy, but I also see it in occasions of great pain. When 

one of us suffers, we all do. In the example of our battle with addiction, when 

one family member battles addiction it impacts the entire family. Viewpoints 

and priorities change when a child, sister, brother, cousin, aunt, uncle, or 

parent is struggling. In the Native/Indigenous community, our concept 

of “moving forward” is different because addiction is a part of our modern 

culture. The effort to overcome it needs to be a greater part of our culture, and 

solutions that embrace tradition can reduce the toll addiction takes on us.

A cleansing is in order. We chose to use the Stomp Dance to represent unity 

in ending the culture of addiction in Native/Indigenous communities to help 

us all live richer, healthier lives."

 
ROBERT PETERS, MASHPEE WAMPANOAG
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Note  
from the  
Elder



Nosapocket
“My name is Nosapocket, (Ramona Peters) I’m a Mashpee Wampanoag from 

the Bear Clan. I have some thoughts about addiction I’d like to share. We 

know that addiction is much more than using.

The tribes here in the Northeast are small and have been struggling for 

centuries. I want to thank those brave souls who have already made major 

medicine out of their hardship. We are a much stronger people now because 

of your courageous work. We are now capable of being happier than we 

ever were because you cleared the pain in your heart, our heart, your mind, 

our mind. The tribal body is healthier every time one of us defeats trauma. 

First, you’ll have to learn how to love yourself no matter how weak, afraid, 

or mean you’ve been in the past.

Let's learn to master the causes, the effects, and identify the patterns that 

cause behaviors. When our circle of people increases the love, peace, and 

creativity we become more like our Creator. We need you to be crisp and 

clear, in a way that makes us all proud to be Indian. You have no idea how 

important you are to all of us and to the future tribal family. Drug or alcohol 

addiction is something you can overcome with effort. Mother Earth has the 

power to heal us, yet she orbits far away from the heavens we’ve heard about. 

We are the people of the first light. A new life begins for each of us with 

every rising sun.”

In Thanksgiving,

  NOSAPOCKET

 
Mary Anne Hendricks

"Listen! Think! Respond! How do you communicate with your teen? Take 
time to listen to your teen instead of thinking about your response to their 
first words of the conversation. Remember, your goal is to build up their  

self-esteem, not tear it down. Your response can make them or break them."

MARY ANNE HENDRICKS, SACHEM NATICK NIPMUC
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Massachusetts Department 
of Public Health and Tribal 
Government Collaboration
The tribal leaders, tribal councils, and 

representatives of the inter-tribal 

communities in Massachusetts have 

been invited to collaborate with the 

Massachusetts Department of Public 

Health (DPH). We give special honor 

to the elders, traditional leaders, 

tribal representatives, volunteers, and 

youth who have contributed time, 

talent, and good energy to this effort.

We have gained wisdom as we work 

together on protecting youths’ health.

As a first project we developed this 

special Native American edition of a 

guide for parents. Values and images 

from Native American identity are 

interwoven with the best we know 

about the prevention of substance 

misuse. The quotes are gathered from 

a variety of persons, and are not tied 

to the people in the illustrations.

We hope our readers find this 

publication helpful in raising 

awareness and encouraging dialogue 

between parent and child, family, and 

community. While there are many 

ways of getting involved with this 

issue, we offer steps that assist in 

healthy parenting around issues of 

substance misuse.

We see this booklet as a step in the 

growth of caring relationships.  

We encourage everyone to read it  

and offer ideas to add to its value. 

  

Native American Community 

Advisory Board UMASS Boston  

cedric.woods@umb.edu 

617-287-5784. 

Thank you, in advance.

mailto:cedric.woods%40umb.edu?subject=
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Our 
People. 
Our 
trength.

Honoring Ourselves:  
Our Roots Don’t Start with Alcohol

• As Native people, each one of us is born with special gifts and talents.

• Within ourselves and our communities, we have what it takes to live 

healthy and beautiful lives, free from substance misuse.

• Our strength, our connection to each other, our culture, and 

ancestors are the reasons we have survived.

• Our beauty as a people lies in our resiliency and strength.
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“Our people were some  
of the most ingenious 
people, excelling in science, 
astronomy, medicine, herbs.
We had it all. If you start 
abusing alcohol, you’re going 
to miss out on all of it. Our 
roots didn’t start with alcohol.”

NATIVE AMERICAN COMMUNITY MEMBER



 It 
 L e
A Poem on the Impacts of Alcohol

by Diné poet Hannabah Blue  

(Graduate Student at Harvard School of Public Health)
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It Lies
It does not fold in the colorful, 

sequined outfits of the dancers who 

bless the grounds in the night

It does not lie in the creases of each 

wrinkle on Grandmothers’ and 

Grandfathers’ faces as they whisper 

words of wisdom into our ears

It does not lie in the resiliency of our 

Seven Generations. Instead it 

darkens our future with death and 

disease

It does not lie on our tongues as they 

utter thanks and pleas for guidance 

from the Great Spirit

It does not soak in the roots of our 

traditions, that have ever grown our 

people strong

It does not lie in our hearts that beat 

like drums, playing our timeless 

songs of prayer

Instead…

 

It lies in the poison passing our lips, 

invading our bodies and defeating 

our people, like warriors strewn out 

on a cold battlefield

It lies in deceptive temptation, 

pouring oblivious distraction until 

the cup is as empty as its promises

It lies in the clenched fists that hit, 

pooling blood in broken homes and 

bruised skin

It lies in the bloodshot and blurry 

eyes staring back, in cracked mirrors 

of dark and decrepit bathroom stalls

It lies in bottles and cans that litter 

the body Mother Earth, just as each 

drop litters the bodies her children

It lies to us. But we can use our 

traditions, our wisdom, our strength 

and our history to let it lie in us no 

more.

“Teach children what alcohol is, and what it 
represents…When you have cultural pride,  
you don’t want to put something in your body 
that is going to take your culture away.”

NIPMUC PARENT AND TRIBAL EDUCATOR
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 Bu ld 
 Awareness
Prescription Drugs

Alcohol isn’t the only thing to teach your children about. Prescription  

drugs can be just as devastating. But there is a lot family members can 

do to prevent youth from taking too much, or taking someone else’s 

prescription drugs. 

Youth do not realize how dangerous prescription drugs can be when they 

are misused, or that the misuse of opioids can lead to heroin addiction.

Prescription drugs such as painkillers, anxiety medications, or sleeping aids 

can be highly addictive, and are especially damaging when combined 

with alcohol. 

You can help protect your youth by securing the prescription drugs in your 

home, and getting rid of them right away when they are no longer needed.

Starting when children are young, and through the teen years, it is best to 

put them in a locked cabinet or box.

 “We hear stories such as, ‘I went to the local party 
and did an OC (OxyContin) and then I went the next 
weekend and did an OC. And then before I knew it,  
I was doing two. An 80 mg is $80 and I can’t afford 
that. So I switched to heroin.’”

CASE MANAGER FOR A JUVENILE DRUG COURT, NORTH SHORE
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FACT
Most of the prescription drugs misused by youth come from medicine cabinets.

TIPS

Protect your youth from prescription drug misuse:

• Secure your medicines; lock up your medicines or keep them hidden away 

from youth.

• Watch your youth’s internet use. It can be helpful to put parental controls on 

any cell phones. We can't be certain that they will catch everything.

• Talk to your youth about the dangers of prescription drug misuse.

• Keep control of your youth’s prescriptions for painkillers, ADHD medication, 

or other controlled substances. If they must take them on school days, it is 

safest to give them at home.

• If medications must be taken during school hours, give them to the nurse or 

follow the school’s procedures.

• Properly dispose of unused prescription drugs right away (see the 

Appendix, page 32, for the best way to do this). 

 

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT PRESCRIPTION DRUG  
AND OTHER DRUG MISUSE PREVENTION:

Visit mass.gov/stop-addiction-in-its-tracks.
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 Bu ld 
 trength
Building a Strong Foundation

Parents and guardians are the greatest source of information for their child. 

Parents model behavior and communicate their values from day one. While 

there is no one correct way of parenting, our Native American Discussion 

Groups in several parts of Massachusetts shared their ideas on essential 

principles and elements of effective parenting.

A parenting program that several tribes have adapted also offered some 

hints to consider:

Principles of parenting:
• Believe in your power as a parent.

• Be involved. Learn about the needs of your child. Having time to talk and 

have fun together is invaluable.

• Set limits. Limits communicate love and provide security. Allow natural 

consequences to shape and modify behavior. This takes the focus off you 

and lets your child learn about their role in the choices they make.

• Be willing to learn from your mistakes.

• Be consistent. Routines help children feel safe and secure.
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Elements of effective communication:
• Listen. Always try to reflect on how much you are listening to the needs, 

wants, desires, and fears of your child.

• Respond to your child’s emotional needs and be patient with the pace of 

their development. Your child is unique.

• If conflict arises, try to see it as a learning experience. If either you or your 

youth gets upset, it might be better to take a break and talk when you both 

are calmer. 

 “Kids say parents are the 
biggest influence in their  
lives — more than peers.” 





Bu ld
 haracter
Self-Esteem Building

Self-esteem increases when children feel safe in their environment, feel good 

about themselves, and are empowered to achieve their goals. Building  

self-esteem, confidence, and a sense of purpose in our young people is one of 

our greatest traditional tools. According to the Wellbriety Training Institute, 

healthy productive lives are attained when youth development incorporates 

these three questions:

• Who am I? (Young people need to be a valued part of their family  

and community.)

• Why am I? (They need to set goals for themselves.)

• Where am I going? (They need to have the resources and confidence  

to reach their goals). If college will help them to reach their goals, you  

can learn about the many scholarships available on page 28+ or at 

www.fastweb.com. Talking about financial aid for college can encourage 

them try to get good grades.

The steps young people take to move toward finding their purpose in life  

can help them stay on a positive path.

Consider the ways we bond with our young ones. How do we make them 

feel good about themselves? How do we guide them to discover their purpose 

and passions? How do we help them unlearn negative behaviors and replace 

them with positive ones? Do we practice kindness? Do we allow them to 

enjoy their childhood? How do we let them experience the highs and lows  

of life and help guide them through them?
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 onquer 
 Peer 
 Pre ure
Peer Relationships and Refusal Skills

Consider the ways you and your child approach peer pressure. 
Have a discussion on techniques that may or may not work  
for them.
Many parents find it helpful to show their kids how to use the “5-Cs” to 

make good choices and still have strong friendships:

• Caution: Ask questions. If a friend wants to get together, you can ask 

“What did you have in mind?”

• Cool it: Say no. “I don’t want to use alcohol; I need all of my brain cells.”

• Change the plan: Suggest a better idea. “Want to come to my house and 

[insert something that they like to do]?”

• “Catch you later.” It’s okay to part company when a friend is getting into 

something you know isn’t the right choice.

• Call me. “Let me know if you change your mind.”

Adapted from Kumpfer, Karol and MADD, “Strengthening Families” Program
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“Supportive friends play an important 
role in keeping youth sober. Sometimes 
if they aren’t very good friends, they 
tend to ignore what makes you 
uncomfortable, and basically force you 
to do things you do not want to do.”

NIPMUC YOUTH, AGE 17

"You can reflect with them:  
‘If your friends are also looking for their 
purpose in life, won’t it be easier to find 
yours? Hang out with good brothers and 
sisters from any ethnic background of 
the Four Directions — Red, Yellow, Black 
or White — that’s one way to find the 
signs [of your purpose].’”

DON COYHIS, UNDERSTANDING THE PURPOSE OF LIFE: 
12 TEACHINGS FOR NATIVE YOUTH.
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 It’  The r 
 R ght
The Role of the Community in 

Protecting Children’s Rights

Children’s Rights and Responsibilities:
•  The right to a safe environment, 

and the responsibility not to 

hinder that safety

•  The right to a clean living space, 
and the responsibility to help keep 

it that way

•  The right to a quality education, 
and the responsibility to use what 

you learn

•  The right to be treated with 
respect, and the responsibility  

to be respectful 

• The right to ask for help, and  

the responsibility to offer help when 

help is needed

• The right to basic daily needs –  

food, bed, bath, heat, and hot 

water — and the responsibility to 

take advantage of and attend to 

those things

•  The right to enjoy the world,  
the responsibility to help make the 

world a better place

•  The right to childhood, 
adolescence, and adulthood

The community plays a significant role in the health and well-being of our 

young people. Elders, adults, parents, family members, and friends serve as 

role models. Behavior is learned from all of these individuals. By working 

together, we can protect our children from risk factors and safeguard  

their well-being. We all can help empower youth to get involved with their  

Native communities.

18 | It's Their Right



Activities in the community that help keep youth clean and sober:
• Powwows, socials, and other clean and sober cultural events

• Ceremonies and gatherings that celebrate without alcohol

• Quality time with clean and sober friends, family, elders, and mentors

• Participation in youth councils and other important initiatives

• After-school programming, sports, and other extra-curricular activities

• Annual sobriety and educational events (see Find Help on page 28)

“Believe in the people who 
have been there and follow 
the people who want 
better things for you. Help 
your friends when you can 
and pray for them. Stay 
connected to the things in 
your world that truly give 
to you and others. Avoid 
the things that take away.”

SENECA PARENT

“Live your life to the fullest, 
but remember that whatever 
choice you make has a 
consequence. Be proud of 
your actions.”

MASHPEE WAMPANOAG PARENT 
AND EDUCATOR



 hare our 
 Her tage
Significance of Cultural Teachings, 
Ceremony and Traditions

Research shows that strong cultural identification 

reduces adolescents’ vulnerability to risk factors.  

As Native people, our heritage is deeply rooted in 

traditions of ceremony, song, dance, and connections 

to the natural world. All of these things are available 

to us when we are ready to embrace them for 

learning, growth, and healing. Some ideas from  

the Oral Tradition include:

• Share your family history.

• Share the stories that were told to you.

• Share your knowledge of crafts, regalia,  

and other traditions.

• Sing your songs.

• Teach values.

• Share meals as a family and community.

• Teach each other traditional recipes.

• Learn healthy new eating habits.

• The biggest part of the Oral Tradition is listening.  

Set time aside to listen to your youth.
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On Song and Dance
“I entered that circle with the 

heartbeat of Mother Earth 
pulsing through my feet and

into my very soul. All at once 
while I was dancing it began 
to rain, it poured. Even 
though there was no rain in 
the forecast it rained hard that 
night. I continued to dance,

and as I danced I felt like the 
Creator was helping me to 
wash away all my fears and

pain I was feeling for years 
and that I was forgiven. And 
with all that rain came tears…
my tears. I had forgiven 
myself. The circle, the drums, 
the prayers that were put into 
that circle and the prayers 
that are added to it when I 
dance continue to save me 
and continue to cleanse me. 
All the medicine I had been 
searching for was right there. 
Dancing continues to save  
my life.”

MI’KMAQ PARENT, TRADITIONAL DANCER 
AND EDUCATOR

On Nature
“Wherever you are right now is 
your world. Enjoy the world.”
WAMPANOAG PARENT

“I talk to my kids about the 
trees, the rivers, the lakes, 
and all these things that are 
living. You get out there and 
you can feel it. These are 
your ancestors. They have 
been here for thousands and 
thousands of years. If you 
need some spiritual energy
then you go out to the woods 
because you are connected to 
everything around you. These
trees are going to tell you 
things. But if you are using 
drugs or alcohol…you’re 
going to be blinded and  
cut off.”
NIPMUC PARENT AND EDUCATOR

On Ceremony
“For Native youths to be 

involved with traditions, 
ceremonies, and with the
elders [helps them] realize  
they are worthwhile and 
increases their self-esteem.  
[It gives them] exposure to, 
and involvement with  
all the traditional aspects  
of their heritage.”
OJIBWE WOMAN
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 The R k
The Effects on the Brain  
and Future Generations

• Youth who start using alcohol before age 21 are more likely to become 

addicted to it because their brains are still developing.

• Adolescence is a period of tremendous change compared to most other 

life stages. Drinking alcohol affects how youth feel and think, and 

interferes with their development. We know that it can affect their 

ability to control their actions.

• Substance misuse can affect youths' ability to learn, even into adulthood. 

The brain continues to develop until at least the age of 25.

• Some youth are at an even greater risk because of genetics, family history, 

trauma, and behavioral problems.

Youth who do not use alcohol or 
other drugs are more likely to do 
well in school, develop healthy 
relationships with others, and utilize 
the available network of support 
and resources.



Have a hat
Specific Tips on How to Talk to Youth

Set aside time to talk about addiction. 
Here is what you should let youth know:
• Addiction is when people cannot stop using a substance even when it is 

causing them harm.

• They should seek help if they, or their family members, are concerned about 

themselves, or their family members.

• How and when to use 911.

• Basic first aid.

• The difference between right and wrong.

• They have rights.

Keep in Mind:
• They should continue to share their thoughts. Provide opportunities where 

they feel safe and comfortable in asking you questions.

• Explain to the youth that trying alcohol and using other drugs can lead to 

difficulties with their family, friends, school, and community. It is associated 

with violence, getting in trouble with the law, lower chances of getting a good 

job, and other problems.

• Offering nurturing rewards for positive behaviors can be very helpful.

• It is crucial to be clear about what you expect. If they use alcohol or other 

drugs, be clear about what they will need to do to regain your trust.

• When you discuss your rules about not using alcohol and other drugs it's 

important that youth know that you care about them. Youth feel safer when 

limits are set. Your taking a stand about underage alcohol and other drug 

use means that youth are less likely to use them.

• Let your loved ones know that you expect your youth to make healthy 

choices. Ask for their support.

 | 23Have a Chat



• If your youth asks about your past, you can ask, “Why do 

you want to know?” Think about how your children will 

react, since you are one of their important role models. 

You can choose to wait until they are older, and bring 

them back to talking about their lives. If you decide to tell 

them about your own use of drugs or alcohol, avoid details 

and stress how you have changed, how you have struggled, 

or how you are trying to change. Encourage them to stay 

on a healthy path.

• It can help to strengthen positive peer pressure if youth are 

asked what they are doing to stop the culture and cycle of 

addiction. Suggest that they are a part of the change (part 

of the Stomp Dance).

• Supporting activities are available in the Find Help section of 

this booklet (found on page 28).

CONGRATULATE YOURSELF FOR  
WHAT YOU’RE ALREADY DOING WELL!

24 | Have a Chat



“I look to my elders to 
give me guidance.  
Our elders are the 
ones with experience 
in life.”

NATIVE AMERICAN 
COMMUNITY MEMBER



 A
 Ded cat on
to Those Who Are Sober
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“I will not forget those who helped…I will not forget what I went 
through and the experience of our Traditional Ceremonies that 
offered Recovery and Healing. I will not forget our Ancestors, and 
Creator. It is the Creator’s Blessing that is helping me through to 
Life and to live another day on our Earth Mother…”

PUMUKQIEN COLLINS, MASHPEE WAMPANOAG HEALTH SERVICE CLINICAL THERAPIST

“I want to give honor to the ones who have become sober, or clean, 
or clean and sober because that is one of the hardest roads to 
walk…So I’m not going to have those drinks, instead I’m going to 
find something else to do. Thanks to all of you who are fighting 
those demons and taking it minute by minute, hour by hour, one 
day at a time. You’re heroes whether you know it or not. I pray that 
you all can stay healthy, clean and sober for the rest of your days. 
And if you stumble, I pray you don’t fall, and that your friends and 
family will be there to help you, always.”

OJIBWE/SAPONI PARENT

“I had struggled for so long with the disease of addiction. But I 
learned that the disease of addiction is not prejudiced. It doesn’t 
care whether you’re red, white, black, or yellow. It doesn’t care 
whether you’re man, woman or child. This disease is the great 

‘taker.’ It takes away our friends, it takes away our family, (and) it 
takes away our dreams, our ambitions, our jobs. And if we don’t 
learn to put these things down for good, it will take away our 
lives…I put down the drink because I wasn’t comfortable with 
who I became. Today I follow the teachings of the late great 
Albert Lightning, my father’s teacher. I follow those Eastern door 
teachings because I choose to live my life in a sacred manner.”

 MI’KMAQ PARENT, TRADITIONAL DANCER AND EDUCATOR
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 F nd Help
What You Can Do to Find Services

If we want to Stomp Out Addiction, we must acknowledge the culture of 
addiction in which we live and utilize the help available to transition to a 
secure culture of health. If you are concerned about alcohol or other drug 
use, whether yours or a loved one’s, here are some thoughts from a Native 
professional clinical therapist:

“I treat others how I would want to be treated, because I know all too well 
what it is like and how difficult parts of one’s Journey can be — even to 
simply open up and talk about what is troubling can be a significant step  
of trust. Add ‘addiction’ or any other challenge like that and it can be easy 
to feel the deepest sense of vulnerability. My compassion and empathy not 
only comes from my personal experience, but this Way of Being comes 
from having been raised with Tradition and Traditional Knowledge. It  
is an honor to walk with someone who is in their life stage of learning/ 
transitions/challenges. To be part of that process is a gift from Creator, and 

a privilege.”

PUMUKQIEN COLLINS, MASHPEE WAMPANOAG HEALTH SERVICE CLINICAL THERAPIST 
MASHPEE WAMPANOAG HEALTH SERVICE CLINICAL THERAPIST

Positive Activities for Youth:
The Massachusetts Department of 
Public Health offers free books with 

Native images and writings. Stories 

and Poems for Northeastern Native 

Tribal Families from A Circle Tied to 

Mother Earth brings the concepts of 

prevention alive for Native American 

families. A resource for teachers 

and youth workers, A Circle Tied 

to Mother Earth, includes the same 

stories and poems. It complements, 

but does not replace, the LifeSkills 

Training® evidence-based sessions. 

While A Circle Tied to Mother Earth 

resonates with Native American 

students, every student can benefit 

from the teachings that have existed 

for thousands of years. Visit mass.

gov/dph/nativeamericanmaterials to 

explore downloading, ordering, or 

training related to these and other 

resources.
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Native American Youth Enrichment 
Program (NAYEP) for Youth 6–13 

Harvard University’s NAYEP serves 

Native American children of all 

tribal ancestries from all across the 

Boston area. The summer camp 

offers activities related to Native 

culture, history, myth, and identity, 

as well as health and environmental 

issues, multiculturalism, and 

creativity. NAYEP provides a 

number of unique experiences to 

allow children to connect with 

their Native ancestry, ranging from 

lacrosse lessons to a camping trip 

on Mashpee tribal grounds on Cape 

Cod. Contact NAYEP@pbha.org or 

call 617-495-3684.

The Native Tribal Scholars 
program (NTS) provides cultural 

and educational opportunities for 

Native American students in 

Massachusetts. Through a summer 

residential experience and a school 

year program, NTS offers an array 

of academic, personal enrichment, 

and college/career services and 

addresses individual academic 

needs. For more information, 

contact the Mashpee Wampanoag 

Tribe Education Department at  

508-419-6017.

Massachusetts Commission on 
Indian Affairs offers a range of 

services in multiple areas, including 

tuition waivers for Massachusetts 

American Indian students who 

want to attend a state college or 

university. Call 617-573-1291.

American Indian College Fund 
provides scholarships for students 

who have at least one parent or 

grandparent who is an enrolled 

member of a federally acknowledged 

tribe. Visit https://collegefund.

org/students/scholarships/ for an 

application, or call toll-free 1-800-

776-3863.

UMASS Boston offers a range of 

pre-college programs, especially 

to selected Boston Public School 

Students. Search for “UMASS 

Boston Pre-Collegiate Programs”  

or call 617-287-5830 for details.

The Harvard University Native 
American Program can provide 

links to programs in other 

universities, as well as potential 

funding for students. Information 

on resources for high school, college 

students, and their parents can be 

found at hunap.harvard.edu or by 

calling 617-495-4923.

Mashpee Wampanoag Tribal Youth 
Council (for Mashpee Wampanoag 

tribal members, ages 13–20) 

information can be found by visiting 

mashpeewampanoagtribe.com.

The Nipmuc Youth Council is open 

to Nipmuc youth, ages 5–18. Please 

contact Tracy and Keith Riley at 

proud2bindian3@comcast.net for 

more information.
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Gedakina offers cultural activities 

and resources for Native youth and 

families from across New England. 

Visit gedakina.org to learn more.

The North American Indian Center 
of Boston (NAICOB) provides social, 

educational, grandparenting, and 

Native American programs. Visit 

naicob.org, or call 617-232-0343.

Massachusetts Center for Native 
American Awareness (MCNAA) 
supports spiritual, educational, 

and cultural activities; they offer a 

listing of events. Visit mcnaa.org  

or call 617-642-1683.

To find other positive activities for 

youth in their local communities, 

you can contact mass211help.org or 

call toll-free 1-877-211-6277  

(TTY: 508-370-4890).

 
Getting Back on the Right Path   
There may be a time that you’ll 

need to support a youth in finding 

counseling or other support for an 

alcohol or other drug problem.

Indian Health Services (IHS) 
Mashpee Wampanoag Health 

Services Unit, Mashpee, MA.  

Call 508-477-6967.

Massachusetts Health Promotion 
Clearinghouse: To get more free 

information on how to talk with 

youth about these issues, visit  

mass.gov/MAclearinghouse or call 

toll-free 1-800-952-6637 (TTY: Use 

MassRelay at 711 or 1-800-720-3480). 

Available resources include free  

copies of this book, and pamphlets  

on treatment services for youth  

and adults. 

Services for Youth and Adults:
Your influence as a role model has a 

powerful effect on youth. If you use 

alcohol or other drugs and you want 

to explore whether to cut down  

or stop using them, help is available. 

When you decide to speak with a 

counselor or access other services, 

the Massachusetts Substance Use 

Helpline can help you find services 

in your area.

The Massachusetts Substance Use 
Helpline: Call toll-free 1-800-327-5050 

or TTY: 1-888-448-8321, or  visit 

HelplineMA.org. It is staffed  

7 days a week.

The Helpline provides free and 

confidential information and 

referral for alcohol and other drug 

misuse issues. A referral specialist 

can help you find a public or private 

treatment program. Translation 

services are available in 140 

languages.

The Helpline can discuss insurance 

with you and answer other questions.
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Services for Emotional Issues 
for Adults and Youth:
Most health plans in Massachusetts 

are required to offer coverage for 

“behavioral health” services, so calling 

them can be a good place to start.

Services for Substance Misuse 
and/or Mental Health: 
 

“Emergency Services Programs” 
(ESP) are available to the uninsured 

and many insured Massachusetts 

residents. Issues that involve both 

substance misuse and mental health 

are often covered. For details visit 

www.masspartnership.com/member/

ESP.aspx or call toll-free 1-877-382-1609. 

Services are provided 24 hours a day/ 

7 days a week/365 days a year.

Applications for other Department 
of Mental Health (DMH) Services for 

youth or adults are available at mass.

gov/info-details/applications-for-dmh-

services. You can leave a voice-mail 

message at toll-free 1-800-221-0053, 

which is checked on weekdays.

To be in sobriety means being able to have fun on 
your own without substances. You shouldn’t have 
to take drugs or drink to be happy, you should be 
able to just be happy with friends, but once again 
if you don’t have the right friends it isn’t always that 
simple, or easy. Reach out.
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Appendix

Disposal of Unused Medicines: What You Should Know*
Families and caregivers, you can help to keep our communities safer by 
removing unwanted or unused medicines from your home as quickly as 
possible. This will help reduce the chance that others take or misuse the 
medicine, and will help reduce drugs entering our community. Your best 
choices for disposal of unused or expired medicines are:

•  Take them to drug drop-off boxes or medicine take-back options  
•  Flush certain potentially dangerous medicines in the toilet 
•  Dispose of them in household trash 

How to dispose of unused/expired medicine
•   Medicine drop-off or take-back options  

are the best way to safely dispose of most types of unneeded medicines.
Visit mass.gov/service-details/prescription-dropbox-locations or 
takebackday.dea.gov to find a location near you. You can also call the 
DEA Office of Diversion Control’s Registration Call Center at toll-free 
1-800-882-9539 to find an authorized collector in your community.

•   Flushing certain potentially dangerous medicines in the toilet

 –   A small number of medicines have specific instructions to immediately flush 
them down the toilet when no longer needed and a take-back option is not 
readily available. 

   These medicines may be especially harmful — and in some cases fatal — 
with just one dose, if they are used by someone other than the person for 
whom they were intended.

 –   There are some medicines that, when not disposed of properly, can pose 
especially strong risks to people and pets. For example, patients using 
fentanyl patches should immediately flush their used or unneeded patches 
down the toilet. When powerful medicines such as these patches are flushed 
down the toilet, you help to keep others safer by ensuring these medicines 
are not accidentally taken, touched, or misused.

 –    Some medicines come with disposal instructions. If you received disposal 
instructions for a medicine, dispose of that medicine as directed. Otherwise, 
see if your medicine is on the DEA List of Medicines to Flush. You can find 
the current list online at www.fda.gov/drugs/disposal-unused-medicines-
what-you-should-know/drug-disposal-fdas-flush-list-certain-medicines. You 
should dispose of any used or unneeded medicine on the list by flushing it 
down the toilet.

 
*Advice from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
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•   Disposal in the household trash   
If there are no take-back programs 
or DEA-registered collectors in your 
area, and there are no disposal 
instructions in the product package 
insert, you can also follow these 
steps:

 –   Mix medicines (do not crush 
tablets or capsules) with a 
substance such as dirt, cat litter, 
or used coffee grounds

 –   Place the mixture in a container 
such as a sealed plastic bag 

 –   Delete all personal information 
on the prescription label of 
empty pill bottles or medicine 
packaging, and then dispose of 
the bag, and the container, in the 
household trash

The FDA believes that the known  
risk of harm (including death) to 
humans from accidental exposure to 
certain medicines — especially potent 
opioid medicines — far outweighs  
any potential risk to the environment. 
The FDA will continue to conduct 
risk assessments as a part of larger 
activities related to the safe use  
of medicines.

For additional information on the  
FDA recommendations, please   
contact druginfo@fda.HHS.gov or  
855-543-3784, 301-796-3400 or,  
in an emergency, 866-300-4374.

Thank you for helping  
to keep our youth and  
families healthy.
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Our Ance tor  
Gave u  a Legacy
We are the seventh generation, and every generation before and  

after will hold this responsibility. We pray to the Creator for 

courage, strength, and the wisdom of our ancestors to keep clean 

our minds, bodies, and spirits. Sometimes we stumble and fall, 

for we are only humans; but we will get up again and again, 

never to surrender.

JOANNE DUNN, MI’KMAQ, FORMER DIRECTOR, NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN 
CENTER OF BOSTON


